
SEEM® 1  
ACOUSTIC  
LOUVER
with ID+ Technology



THE QUIETEST LUMINAIRE 
JUST GOT QUIETER 
Bringing acoustical and visual comfort to serene spaces, Seem® 1 Acoustic is 
now enhanced with tranquil continuous louvered optics.  

Using the same louver cells with ID+™ Technology as the Seem 1 Louver 
companion, the acoustic version offers a variety of optics and delivers broad, 
ambient lighting or highly focused, task lighting, while also marrying the  
various louver finishes with an extensive PET felt color palette to achieve 
stunning creations.  

NATURAL LINEN



COLORS AND OPTICS  
TRANSFORM INTERIORS  
Setting the right mood for each environment is made easy by coordinating a broad palette of PET felt 
hues, that range from neutral to bold, with a variety of finishes and optics available for the louver cells. 
Calm and subdued, energized and modern, or resoundingly bold, interiors are infused with color and 
optimal lighting to impart the desired atmosphere. 

Independently controlled direct and indirect light sources provide further flexibility to create lighting 
scenes that transform how occupants experience the space. 

Bold - Blush, Seafoam BolderNeutral - Classic White, Cinnamon

SLATE

BERRY



HIGH-PERFORMANCE  
LIGHT SOURCES 
A wide choice of output levels, Lambertian or batwing indirect distributions, and five louver 
cell beam spreads, from narrow flood to wide flood and louver mixing chamber, support a 
variety of applications. Color temperatures from 2700K to 4000K at CRI 80 or 90 are ideal 
for corporate offices, hospitality, retail, educational, recreational, or healthcare settings.  

DIRECT LOUVERS  250-1000 lm/ftINDIRECT OPTICS 250-800 lm/ft

Narrow Flood 
20˚

Batwing Dust Cover Flood 1  
29˚

Flood 2  
43˚

Wide Flood  
67˚

Louver Mixing 
Chamber 68˚  
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Narrow Flood
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Berry + Matte Black Blush + Clear SpecularMidnight Blue + Black Specular Seafoam + Clear Diffuse Hazelwood + Matte White

• Visual comfort with deep 60˚ regress 

• Diversity of louver finishes 

• Broad range of beam spreads 

ID+ TECHNOLOGY
Louver cells leverage the ID+ Technology used in the ID+ family  
of downlights and cylinders to deliver precise and powerful  
illumination with consistent light quality. This opens up new  
design possibilities when using within the same environment. 

Mixing and matching PET felt colors and louver cell finishes  
results in stylish acoustic luminaires that also tailor how the  
light is perceived. 



A COORDINATED 
PRODUCT OFFERING   
Seem 1 Acoustic Louver is part of a growing portfolio of 
acoustic luminaires and integrated acoustic ceiling solutions 
that help achieve acoustically sound, visually appealing, thus 
beautifully comfortable interior environments. A common  
PET felt color palette ensures flawless color coordination. 

It also supplements a selection of luminaires with consistent 
and cohesive light quality that leverage the ID+ Technology, 
with matching light sources and options, including ID+ 
Downlights and Cylinders, and Seem 1 Louver, making them 
ideal companions to outfit the various areas of a space. 

HAZELWOOD
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SEEM® 1 
The Seem 1 portfolio is a broad family  
of nominal 1.5" aperture linear  
luminaires that provide flexibility to  
impart a glowing linear elegance  
and deliver a range of illumination 
solutions to bring harmony to any  
interior space. Go beyond illumination 
with Seem 1 Acoustic luminaires and 
AirCore Bridge®, integrated luminaire 
and sound-absorbing baffle systems 
that leverage the narrow aperture  
and advanced light engine of Seem 1 
while improving human comfort and 
mitigating reverberation issues in  
open spaces. 

Seem 1 Suspended Pattern

Seem 1 Acoustic

Seem 1 Lit End Cap

Seem 1 Acoustic Trio

Seem 1 Point Source

AirCore Bridge

Front cover: 
Midnight Blue + Black Specular
Limestone + Clear Specular
Silver Gray + Matte White 
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